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Previous work has recast the invariant theory of projective geometry in terms 
of first order logic. This approach is applied to two categories connected with com- 
binatorial projective geometry and coordinatized combinatorial pregeometries 
to characterize those invariant formulas (capable of expressing geometric propert- 
ies) in terms of the language of brackets or determinants. The axioms for the 
theory of coordinatized pregeometries in this language are presented and con- 
clusions drawn about the significance of identities or syzygies in the study of 
combinatorial geometry. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
From its origins in the study of algebraic languages for geometry, its 
ties with Klein’s Erlanger Program for geometry and its celebrated deat 
after the turn of the century [6], invariant theory has enjoyed revived interest 
with the book of Weyl [12], the survey article of DieudonrPC and Carrel1 141 
and the combinatorial study of Doubilet, Rota and Stein [5]. In our papers 
[16, 17, 181, hereafter referred to as I, II, III, we have recast and extend 
some of the basic results of the classical invariant theory using the tools 
first-order logic. The basic situation involved a category of algebraic models 
for the geometric concepts, and of geometric morphisms, 
terized properties or first-order formulas which are unchanged ~nvar~~~~ 
under the morphisms. For projective geometry the models were vector spaces 
and the morphisms were the projectivities or collineations represented by 
semi-linear transformations, as well as more obscure maps representing 
homogeneous multiplication of a given variable (PI, section 2) The geometric 
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properties (the invariant formulas), were characterized as homogeneous 
formulas involving the bracket or determinant as the basic term (Corollary 
X3.2). We then studied axioms suitable for proving all invariant formulas 
which are true in all models of the category. 
In this paper we wish to apply this format to combinatorial geometric 
situations, offering a setting for these geometries within Klein’s program, 
as well as giving some background for the continuing penetration of identities 
from classical invariant theory into combinatorial geometry [1, 7, 131. 
In section 3 we discuss combinatorial projective geometry. Under the 
label of combinatorial properties of a set of points in a projective space we 
are interested in those properties which are independent of the richness or 
poverty of the points on the lines involved, provided the projective completion 
of various configurations exist. Logically this means the properties cannot be 
effected by embedding the space into a space over a larger field. For the 
category with this additional class of morphisms, as well as the usual collinea- 
tions (and perhaps homogeneous multiplication) we characterize the invariant 
formulas by an equivalence to homogeneous formulas in the brackets 
involving at most y1 quantified variables which represent a basis for the space. 
Z[f homogeneous multiplication is present, the formulas are homogeneous 
in each variable. 
In section 4 we consider a category whose objects are arbitrary n-dimen- 
sional subsets of a vector space, together with all geometric embeddings as 
morphisms. These models are precisely the n-dimensional coordinatizable 
combinatorial pregeometries [3]. Formulas invariant for this category are 
characterized by equivalence to formulas built of atomic pieces [XI *+* X,] = 
0, involving at most n-quantified variables which represent a basis. Knowing 
that [XI ... ;k;z] = 0 we have arrived at an invariant theoretic explanation 
for the language of dependence employed in combinatorial geometry. 
In section 5, using the basic syzygies of the Second Fundamental Theory of 
Invariant Theory [12, p. 701, we construct suitable axioms for deriving ah 
formulas true in the category of represented pregeometries. The form of ,the 
axioms is exploited to explain the major role of identities in this theory. With 
this foundation we are able to derive a new class of identities which can, be 
interpreted to hold in all combinatorial geometries. The axioms are also 
used to indicate the basic analogy which lies behind the bracket ring and the 
current program for analytic combinatorial geometry [13, 141. 
These two geometric categories, intermediate between projective geometry 
and combinatorial geometry, help to give combinatorial geometry as the 
invariant theory of a suitable category. The recent appearance of Cayley 
Algebra as an invariant language for flats of all dimensions in a projective 
geometry [5] as well as work studying the combinatorial aspects of line 
varieties [2], [8], raise additional possibilities for applying results from 
invariant theory to combinatorial geometry. 
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2. PRELIMINAJW~ 
In our considerations we will be using two first-order languages for vector 
spaces of dimension n or projective spaces of dimension n - I. 
EPINITPON 2.1. The language for analytic geometry, LnA, is the modifned, 
two-sorted, first-order language of type: 
7 = {V, S; =; e1 ,..., efl, +, ., -; 0, 1) 
and signature: = is a relation in S x S 
el,..., en are operators: V + S 
$, . are operations: S X S ---f S 
- is an operation S --f S 
0,l are constants of sort S 
ant) only variables of sort V occur. 
The standard models are vector spaces V of dimension n over a field S, 
with el,..., en giving the coordinates of a vector wi 
with +, a) - the usual integral domain operations and with O,i the usual 
field constants. We denote the collection of all these vector spaces of dimen- 
sion n by Vn. 
have omitted vector addition, scalar multiplication, and field d~v~s~o~~ 
fr the language. This omission does not effect our ability to express 
properties: every formula F involving these operations is equivalent, in ,our- 
standard models, to a formula S(F) which lies in our language Ln(A) [I 6, 
yction 21. 
A second class of models will be the collection of all n dimensional subsets 
of vector spaces in VIZ, together with the entire field. We denote this collection 
of representable combinatorial pregeometries of dimension iz by CGn. 
third class of models will be the vector spaces of dimension YE, without 
the zero vector. These are the set of homogeneous coordinates, of 
projective geometries of dimension n - 1, as the zero vector does no 
natize a projective point. This collection is called I%. 
e second language of interest uses the determinant, or the bracket as it 
is called in invariant theory, as the basic operation on vectors. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The simplz$ed languages of brackets of dimension I%, 
LnSB, is the modified two-sorted language of type 
7 = {V, s; =; [ 1, +, *> -; 0, 1) 
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and signature as for LnA with: 
[ ] an operation: 1/12 + S 
and only variables of sort Y occurring. 
The standard models for LnSB are again the vector spaces of dim pz, 
with the bracket, [ 1, interpreted as the determinant operation on the coordi- 
nates of 12 vectors. These models are called Bn. 
Similarly we insert the determinant and omit the coordinates to produce 
the standard combinatorial models, CBn, and the standard projective models, 
BBtZ. 
Within the languages LnA and LnSB the atomic formulas are equations 
between terms which look and behave like polynomials. For this reason we 
have the usual concept of totally homogeneous equations in these languages. 
For LnA this means equations homogeneous in occurances of cl(x),..., e”(x), 
ah taken together, for each variable x. For LnSB this means homogeneity in 
the degree of occurances of x throughout the equation. A totally homogeneous 
formula is then a formula with each atomic piece a totally homogeneous 
equation. 
Finally we need two maps which connect these two languages and their 
models. Both maps are called Det. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Det is the language embedding from LnSB to LnA 
defined by taking: 
Detth . *. x,]) = det(ei(xi)) 
and extending this over f, a, -, 0, 1 and = in the obvious ways. 
Det is also a mapping of models Vn to Bn(CGn to CBn, etc.) defined by 
taking Det(V) as the model in Bn with the same vector space and field and 
with [x1 ,..., x,] interpreted as det(ei(xj)). 
The basic fact about these maps is that: 
Det(V) satisfies G(v, ,..., urn) iff V satisfies Det(G(z+ ,..., vnz>. 
3. COMBINATORIAL PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY 
An important class of projective properties: collinearity, concurrance, 
being harmonic, forming complete quadrilaterals, lying on a conic, etc., is 
essentially independent of the richness or poverty of the lines, and planes of 
the spaces. They depend only on the presence of the points mentioned in the 
property and the necessary net of lines, planes etc., to fill in a projective 
geometry about the points. These properties, and the many important theo- 
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rems which discuss them: including Desargue’s, Pappus’, Pascal’s, Fano’s and 
Dandelin’s theorems, seem to be properly called combinatorial projective 
properties and theorems. 
Independence from the richness or poverty of the lines is made precise 
the notion of invariance under all maps which come from field embeddi~~s. 
The notion of independence from choice of coordinate systems is reflected by 
invariance under nonsingular semi-linear transformations-thy coll~neatio~s 
of classical geometry, and homogenizing maps which reflect the bomo~eneo~s 
coordinates. These last two collections of maps have been cQ~side~ed in I and 
41. 
Here we will analyze the effects of the invariance under embeddings, an 
then combine this with results from II to characterize formulas invariant 
under all these maps. We can then recognize formulas capable of e~~ressi~~ 
combinatorial properties in projective geometry, by virtue of their syntactic 
form. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The category of combinatorial embeddings of vector 
spaces of dim E is the category with objects I%, and mo~h~sms: all maps Ip; 
between spaces where T comes from a field embedding A by taking: 
T(el(x) ,..., en(x)) = (A(el(x)) ,..., A(e”(x)>). 
We also recall the basic notion of an invariant formula. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A formula F is invariant for a category of models G iR 
for any morphism Tin C from M to M’: 
M sat F(xl ,..., xm) iff M’ sat F(T’(x&..., T(xm)). 
This definition is the natural extension of the standard notions of equations 
of invariant significance and of formulas invariant for extension. Further 
discussion appears in I, section 2. 
Although the linear transformations are isomorphisms of vector spaces, 
they are not included in this category of models. They will be added later in 
this section. 
%mxu3M 3.1. A formula F in LnA is invariant for the category o~~o?~~~~~~- 
torial embeddings iff there is an open formula G in LnA such that Fti G iiz 
the theory of Vn. 
iProo$ We notice that LnA is essentially a complicated language for 
integral domains with each ei(x) functioning as an independent field variable. 
The presence of vector spaces over all fields means that we have a disguised 
theory of fields. 
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There is a constructive technique for the elimination of quantifiers in 
algebraically closed fields [9, p. 591. Using this we can find a quantifier-free 
formula G such that Ft, G in the theory of algebraically closed fields. Given 
any field K we have an algebraically closed extension field K’. By our invari- 
ance for extension, for any s, ,..., 5, in K, 
K sat F(s, ,..., s,) iff K’ sat F(sl ,..., s,) 
iff K’ sat G(s, ,..., snz> iff K sat G(s, ,..., sm>. 
This last equivalence relies on the fact that G is quantifier-free. 
Thus Ft, G in the theory of fields-or in the theory of Vn. 
Remark. An alternative proof is to add division to our language, with 
t0 = 0 to make c an operation, and obtain the theory of fields presented 
with universal axioms. By a theorem of first-order logic, a fomula is invariant 
for extension within the models of a universal theory iff there is an equivalent 
quantifier-free formula G, [lo, p. 2321. The proof is completed by eliminating 
all possible occurrances of division from the formula G. A major drawback 
to this approach is that it does not indicate the algorithm for finding G, 
while the more elementary proof does provide a procedure for finding G. 
We now need the category Con which comes from adding to the previous 
category all the maps induced by semi-linear transformations and the 
homogenizing maps. 
THEOREM 3.2. A formula F in LnA is invariant for Con iflthere is a totally 
homogeneous, quantiJier-free formula G in LnSB such that 
Ft, Det(‘v’c, ,..., cn)([cl ..* c,] = 0 v G) 
t--) Det(3c, ,..., c,)([c, ... c,] # 0 & G) 
in the theory of Vn. 
Proof Assume F is invariant. By theorem 3.1 we have an equivalent open 
formula F’. Since F’ is open and invariant under choice of homogeneous 
coordinates we can produce an equivalent formula h(F) which is invariant 
under the linear maps: 
S(el(v) ,..., e”(v)) = (e’(v) ,..., sei(v) ,..., e”(v)) 
for each s # 0. This induces homogeneity in occurrances of ei, for each i, 
as in theorem 11.3.2. 
Now for each -model V and each basis, [cl ~1. c,] # 0, we can apply the 
transformation T with matrix the adjoint of the matrix [cl 0.. c,]. Then, as in 
theorem 1.2.1: 
T(ei(v)) = det([c, ... cimlz) ... c,]) 
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and the homogeneity in all the ei induces homogeneity in the ci a This creates 
a totally homogeneous open formula C in L&B such that, for any basis 
Cl )...) c, : 
V sat F(:(s ,..., urn) iff Det( V) sat G(u, ,.~., urn , c; ,..l, c,) 
iff Det(V) sat (Vc, ,..., c,)([c, ... c,] = 0 v G). 
However, if h(F) is invariant, so also is l/r(F). When we apply this 
procedure to l/?(F) we find: 
lF++ Det(Vc, ,..., c,)([c, ..’ c,] = 0 v ?G) 
since the whole procedure takes negations of formulas into negations of 
formulas. Thus: 
Ftt Det(Ek, ,..., c,)([cp ... c,] f 0 & G). 
This concludes one direction of the proof. 
Assume that we have 
Ft, Det(V’c, ,..., c,)G c-) Det(3c, ,~~., en) 6’ 
with G and G’ quantifier-free, totally homogeneous formulas. We shah 
verify that F is invariant for Con. The formula Det(Vc, ,..., c,,)G is invariant 
for non-singular linear transformations since 
det[T(u,) ... T(‘(v,J] = det[;PI de+, ... a,] 
and all equations are homogeneous in the brackets. The total homogeneity 
also ensures invariance under choice of homogeneous coordinates. 
Now consider any embedding morphism M from V to V’. IIf we take 
f-3 >‘..F 21, in V then since we have only existential quantifiers: 
V sat F(+ ,..., u,J +- Det(V) sat (3~~ ,..~) en) G’ 
-+ Det(V) sat (3c, ,..., CJ G’(M(v,) ,...) M(v,)> 
---f V’ sat F(M(zQ,..., M(om)). 
Similarly, using the universal quantifiers, 
V’ sat F(M(v&..., M(v,)) 
4 Det(,V’) sat (Vc, )..., c,)G(M(v,),..., M(v,J) 
-+ Det( V) sat (Vc, ,...) c,)@(u, ,.. ., ~3 
+- V sat F(v, ,..., urn> 
Thus F is invariant for the category. 
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Remark. It is impossible to reduce our characterization to simply universal 
formulas or simply existential formulas, since finiteness formula like: 
in L2SB are not invariant under embeddings from GF(2) to larger fields. 
Similar formula occur for each IZ, and we seem to be stuck with this clumsy 
pattern. 
We have found, at last, a set of properties which can be forced into totally 
homogeneous formulas in the brackets-the only form of property which 
seems to arise in elementary analytic projective geometry. It is also clear why, 
in elementary analytic geometry, we never introduced quantified field 
variables-such variables would be eliminated in the equivalence of theorem 
3.1, never to return. 
For expressing theorems about these combinatorial projective properties, 
it is reasonable to expect that we would quantify various vector variables, 
but we would do this in a way that preserves total homogeneity. If we existen- 
tiate on some occurrances of a variable in an equation, we would existentiate 
a homogeneous set of occurrances across the equation. The totally homo- 
geneous open equations have, in effect, become the basic predicates of our 
language, upon which we build with the logical connectives and the quantifiers. 
No other predicates are required to express the invariant properties and no 
other predicates should be permitted in the theorems. This form of basic 
predicate is precisely the form to be anticipated from Gram’s Theorem of the 
classical theory [4, p. 321, once we take into account the homogeneous 
coordinates. 
From the point of view of analytic geometry, the coordinates of a point 
represent names for constructions which tie the point to some framework. 
The formal language is then a description of a collection of constructions and 
their interrelationships. The morphisms represent changes in the constructions 
which still recreate the same geometric relations while altering other, non- 
geometric details. Inasmuch as these constructions can be called combina- 
torial, they will not be altered by either embedding or abstracting of the 
projective net involving the points in question. It is our present assertion 
that for every invariant-theory of a geometry the formative propositional 
portion of the invariant language will be that part which is combinatorial- 
i.e., invariant under embedding, and the theorems will be built up by quanti- 
fiers and logical connective applied to such basic invariant predicates. 
In this context, for the first time, there is an important destinction between 
preserved under the morphisms and invariant under the morphisms. It is our 
conviction that if P(xr ,..., x3 is a geometric property then lP(x, ,..., xR) 
is also a geometric property. With this assumption it is important that we 
stick with formulas invariant rather than simply preserved under the mor- 
phisms. 
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If we turn to the projective models, PIZ, we find that all of the maps of Con 
restrict to maps between the new models. We also find that, for 12 3 3, the 
maps are precisely the description of all geometric embeddin~s which preserve 
the structure of the lattice of subspaces of the domain space. This is a direct 
consequence of the First Fundamental Theorem of Projective Geometry. 
For these modified models and maps alI of the results of this chapter flow 
exactPy as before, with the equivalences: 
in the theory of R’n. Thus, while the equivalences may not mean the same 
thing in the two kinds of models, the standard forms for invariant formulas 
are the same and the basic building blocks for expressing invariant properties 
are the same-totally homogeneous equations in the brackets. 
There is an analogue to the pregeometry which occurs in this context. 
These are the structural geometries which arise when one omits ~ornoge~E~~s 
rn~~ti~~~cat~on and thus allows the distinction between weighted points 
which occupy the same position. For such geometries with fewer morphisms 
we have more invariant formulas-m particular all formulas which satisfy 
theorem 3.2 but with G only homogeneous, not totally homogeneous. Such 
geometries have recently appeared in a systematic study of the statics and 
rididity of frameworks and panel structures. This new field, which combines 
practical applications with beautiful combinatorial and geometric problems, 
can also be viewed as an extension of graph theory, since the str~~t~~a~ 
geometry of a framework on a line is the graphical geometry of the under- 
lying graph 1191. The application of these pregeometries to problems in 
structural geometry is another indication of the significance of ~rcgeom~t~ies 
as opposed to simply combinatorial geometries. 
4. REPRESENTED BIEGEOMETRIES 
The basic properties of the preceeding section-the totally bomogeneo~s 
equations in the brackets, are also applicable to arbitrary subsets of vector 
spaces. e start to suspect that these may provide invariants for all em- 
beddings between subsets of vector spaces. While this is not true, as indicated 
by the formula 2 = 0, which is not invariant for embedd~ngs which switch 
Gelds, this is only a minor problem. 
Our category of represented combinatorial pregeometries is the category 
with objects: all IZ dimensional subsets of vector spaces of dimension n, and 
morphisms: all geometric embeddings or maps which preserve de~e~d~n~ 
or independence of the vectors in the pregeometry. 
For this category we have an elementary proof of the characterization of 
invariant formulas. 
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THEOREM 4.1. A formula F in LnA is invariant for the category of represented 
combinatorial pre-geometries ifl there is a quant$er-free formula G in LnSB, 
with atomic subformulas of the form [y, *. . y,] = 0, such that: 
Fct Det(Vc, ,..., c3([c1 ... c,] = 0 v G) 
c-) Det(%, ,..., cn)([cl *** c,] # 0 & G) 
in the theory of CGn. 
ProoJ Assume that F is invariant for the category and has k free variables 
x1 ,..., X. Consider all possible arrangements of dependence and independence 
of k points in an n dimensional vector space. There are a finite number of 
arrangements and among these there are a finite number which satisfy 
F&l ,..., x~). We can describe each such arrangment by taking a basis 
Cl ,"., c, and saying: 
[yl ..a yjbj+l *** b,] = 0 or 
[yl .-* yjbj+l -.I b,l # 0 
for y, ,..., yj taken from the x’s and bj+l ,..., b, taken from the c’s, as appro- 
priate to the dependence, or independence of the chosen set. Pulling together 
all relationships to a basis and all arrangements which satisfy F we have the 
formula: 
G = (G, v * . . v G&xl ,..., xrc , cl ,..., cn). 
For any basis and any arrangment 
f;(vl >..-, vk) e Det(G(v, ,..., vk , c1 ,..., c,J. 
It is a straight forward argument to verify the full equivalences. It is also 
clear that formulas satisfying the equivalences are invariant for all embed- 
dings. 1 
Remark. From the proof it is apparent that we could resort to a series of 
operations for dependence [x1] = 0, [x1x2] = O,..., [x1 ... x,] = 0 and 
eliminate the need for any additional variables or any quantifiers. The recent 
appearance of Cayley algebra for such objects, as a modernization of 
Grassman’s algebra of extensors, makes it likely that such a language will 
generate a suitable invariant algebraic language for the study of representable 
combinatorial geometries [5]. 
The only virtue of our theorem is that it yields an expression for every 
invariant formula which is directly interpretable in every combinatorial 
geometry of dimension ~1, representable or otherwise. Out of the full language 
of analytic geometry we have forced a means of expression which applies to 
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all combinatorial geometries. TJnfortunately, we reed things too far 
to be natural and destroyed the meaningful alge s will appear in the 
next section, we prefer working with more general equations or identities 
as a means of expressing theorems. A more delicate touch is needed to deter- 
mine exactly which equations will be invariant. 
There are at least two tests of the niceness sf expressions for invariants. The 
first is-are the subformulas of expressions also invariant ? Our theorems 
pass this test. The second is-are the expressions rich enough in algebra to 
permit reasonable proofs ? We could squeek past this test also, but in reality 
the presence of additional totally homogeneous identities would be desirable. 
5. SYZYGIES, IDENTITIES AND THEOREMS 
In our paper III, the problem of axiom-systems in the language of brackets, 
adequate to prove all theorems valid in all vector spaces, or in all projective 
geometries was considered. G&tin that a theorem was totally homogeneous, 
the axioms required were: the axioms for integral domains, the basic syzygies 
of invariant theory, the existence of iv1 independent points, and axioms for the 
linearity of the bracket over vector addition and scalar multiplication. 
theorem III.7.1, this homogeneous theory of brackets provided totally 
homogeneous proofs for all totally homogeneous theorems. 
In this section we will present adequate axioms for proving all totally 
homogeneous formulas valid in all the represented pregeometries of dim 12, 
This will be the simplest conceivable axiom system, giving a further indication 
of the naturalness of the notion of a pregeometry, at least for algebraic 
purposes. After we verify that the axioms are adequate, we will consider their 
application to arbitrary pregeometries and probe the analogy which is the 
source of the bracket ring for combinatorial geometry. 
DEFINITION 5.1. The theory of reyresentedp~egeometries of dimension IZ 
is the first-order theory in the language Ln , with axioms: 
Class 1 -the terms of sort S form an integral domain wirh zero -0, and 
identity - 1. 
Class L-the basic syzygies: 
i [xx..*] =o 
ii [... ydyi+% ee.1 = -[-.. yi+lyi .--I 
iii [yl ..- y&cl **. x,] = Z[y, a*. y,-,x1 -.- y,][y,x, 0.1) x,] 
Class 3-(32, ,..., zn)([zl -a. z,] # 0). 
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THEOREM 5.1. A totally homogeneous formula F in EnSB is valid in all 
representedpregeometries of dim n #there is a totally homogeneous proof of F 
in the theory of represented pregeometries of dim n. 
Proof. It is clear that the axioms are all valid in every model. The axioms 
of class 2 are standard identities for determinants [12, p. 701, with the third 
identity “expanding” the determinant [x1 *.* x,] by the first row, in the 
coordinate system of [y, ... y,]. The axiom of class 3 states that each model 
is of dimension n. Thus every provable formula will be valid. 
Assume that a formula G(x, ,..., xlc> is not provable from this theory. We 
take a countable collection of constants, w, , of sort V and consider the set 
T, = (lG(w, ,..., wJ) u Theory 
This set will be consistent, since G is not provable. By a typical Henkin 
style construction we can create from this set a maximally consistent set T, 
throwing in at appropriate stages, for each existential formula @x)(G) 
for a previously unused constant w, . ll 1, pp. 43-481. 
Out of the closed terms of sort S in the language, T,--which will involve 
only the constants w and 0, 1, but no variables, we can create a field and a 
pregeometry. Consider the integral domain: 
I = (TS ; =; +, ., -; 0, I} 
where z is the equivalence relation: 
s zz sf iff s = s’ is in T. 
The axioms of class 1 guarantee that this is an integral domain, and the 
axioms of class 3, plus the thrown in formulas for existential quantifiers, 
guarantee that [zl . . . z,] + 0 for some constants z, ,. . ., z, . By lemma 111.3.1 
the axioms of class 2 insure the presence of a general identity, called super- 
exchange: 
[Xl *-* &JYI ‘. . y,Jn--l = det( [ y1 . . . yimlxj . .* yJ). 
We take the field of quotients of I, with the root t = [zI a*. z,]-(“-l)ln 
adjoined. Our model is the collection of all vectors of the form: 
wzz *** z,]t )..., [Zl *** z,+w]t). 
With the presence of [zl .a. z,] # 0, these form a represented pregeometry of 
dim n. Evaluating the constants of sort ‘c/’ by 
Val(w) = ([wzz a*. z&,..., [zl -7. zndlw]t) 
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with the obvious extension over [ 1, +, af 0, and 1, we have a valuatisn into 
this model with: 
VaKrw, *. . w,]) = det([z, . . . zielwj * *. z,Jf) 
= det([z, *.a z~-~w$ I .. z,]) t* 
f [WI -*. %,I [Zl . . . Z,]n-lp s [w 1 1.~ w ] Iz” 
With this basic identity, we find Val(s) E s for each closed term of sort 
By the construction of our field and of T, for each sentence F: 
Val satisfies F iff F is in F, 
Thus Val satisfies TG(w, ,,.., wn) and we have the required counter example 
to the validity of G. The existence of a totally homogeneous 
from the proof of theorem 1X7.1. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Every universal formula F in LnSB valid in all represented 
pregeometries ofdimension n is provable in the theory of re~resented~regeome- 
tries, without axiom class 3, and is therefore equivalent, in arz ~~forrnat~~~ 
preserving way, to a conjunction of identities. 
ProojY Working through the proof without axiom class 3, we either Rnd 
[wl ... w,] g 0 for some constants or else [wl ... w,] E 0 for all such 
brackets. In the latter case we can evaluate all constants w as (1, O,..., 0) an 
get: 
Val([w, ..f w,]) E 0 f [wl .*” w,] 
for all such terms. Either way the valuation will satisfy e consistent open 
formula. 
The form of the axioms means that we have a version of Wilbert’s 
stellensatz: 
LEMMA. A formula of the form: 
fifOV -.- v f, # 0 v g, = 0 v *-- v g, = 0 
is provable ifl there are terms ai and natural numbers r$ such that: 
.L!( gj3 = zb,f, 
is provable in the theory of represented pregeometries. 
This follows from Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz for integral domains, and 
fact that the added axioms of class 2 are single equations. The identity can be 
obtained constructively from any proof of the original formula. 
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We describe this presentation by means of an identity as information 
preserving in the sense that we can read back the original formula directly 
from the identity, in a trivial way. It is usual that the identity increases the 
information available, and it certainly makes proofs easier! 
Given any universal theorem we can place it into conjunctive normal form 
-as a conjunction of disjunctions of equations and negations of equations. 
Each conjunct is now of the form required for Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz and 
thus we have our conjunction of identities. 1 
This presentation of theorems as identities is a well observed phenomenon 
of analytic geometry. It seems to be an intrinsically appealing, as well as 
useful form for theorems and some work has been done to build up our 
repertoire of such presentations. A preliminary effort appeared in [15, 
‘Chapter 71, and a fuller presentation will appear elsewhere. 
We can now ask to what extent the basic assumptions for represented 
pregeometries also apply to arbitrary pregeometries. We must begin by 
!defining a method of interpretation for identities. 
DEFINITION 5.2. An expression of the form [pl ... pn] = 0 is interpreted 
,as true in a pregeometry iff the set of points is dependent. A product of 
brackets is interpreted as = 0 iff at least one bracket is interpreted as = 0. 
An equation .X6 (Lr&)) = 0, where the bij are single brackets, is inter- 
pretably correct iff whenever one monomial term, Ilbij , is interpreted # 0 
then at least one other monomial term is also interpreted as # 0. 
Since all universal theorems have an expression as a conjunction of equa- 
tions, we will say that such a theorem is interpretably correct iff each of the 
equations in this conjunction is interpretably correct. 
The first result will demonstrate that all the basic assumptions for pre- 
geometries are interpretably correct. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. All the equations in the axioms of the theory of repre- 
sented pregeometries, as well as the super-exchange identity, are interpretably 
correct in every pregeometry. 
Proof: We begin with the axioms of class 2. 
i. [xx ***I = 0 simply expresses the fact that every point is dependent 
on itself. 
ii. [*a* yiyi+l *.a] = - [. .* yi+l yi em.1 expresses the fact that indepen- 
dence, and therefore non-zeroness, does not depend on the order of presenta- 
tion of the points. 
1 iii. [y, **a yn][xl .** x,] = Z[ yJ ..* yi-l~l .*a yn][yixz-*+ x,] expresses the 
basis exchange property for pregeometries: if [yl *.* yJ and [x1 .*s a-,] are 
both bases then there is a y, such that x, and yi can be exchanged to create 
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new bases, thus providing the second non-zero term. While the symmetry 
of the terms in this identity is disguised, notice that if [yI ..I yieIxl *. . yR] 
YiX2 ... SC,] # 0 then on exchanging with yi we recreate, up to order of 
lements in the brackets, the other terms of the equation Thus another 
monomial will be non-zero. A verification of this basis exchange property of 
pregeometries occurs as the case k = 1 in the induction which follows. 
Super-exchange: [x1 ..* x,][ y1 ... yJ+-l = det(fy, ... yialxj *.. yn])- 
will verify interpretability for only one term, though the full result WP 
follow from proposition 5.4. Assume [xl ... x,] [y, ... yn]+-l f 0. 
prove that there is a permutation p of the x’s such that [yl ... yierxp 
is a basis, i = I,..., n. 
The proof is by induction on the fact that we can find yatlj ,...) Y,(~) su 
that [yl *.~ jJnci) ... ynxi] are all bases, i < k and [y4c1) ... ya(n-)xrc+l 1.~ x,] 
also a basis. (ji means that this element is omitted from the bracket.). For 
k = 0 the result is our assumption. Assume it holds for k. Consider the set 
of yj , j E M, such that these yj form a minimal dependent set with x~+~ . 
Therefore for each j E M, [ y1 ... gj ... ynxic+J forms a basis. If [ygta) ... 
Ydk) YGki2 .*+ x,] are all dependent, then ah of the y$‘s depend cm y4c1) )...> 
Ydk) 3 xk+2 >.**T X, and therefore x*+1 does, which is a ~o~tra~~ct~on. Therefor 
§Orne b&) -” Idle) YjXk+Z .** x,] is a basis and this j is q(k + I). The desire 
permutation p is the inverse of 4. 
For the axioms of integral domains, we need only consider the equations 
true in all integral domains. All such equations can be verified by commutmg, 
associating, distributing and comparing coefficients of monomials to see that 
they total zero, in the integers. Thus any monomial term which occurs one 
will occur a second time and the correctness under interpretation is trivial. 
Our next problem is to see what proofs preserve correctness of equations, 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Any proof which only employs s~bstit~t~o~ for a single 
bracket term from un interpretably correct equation, and the derived domain 
rule: 
will preserve interpretable correctness in identities. 
Proof. If (2bJ = ra and .Zcj = a are both interpretably correct then 
2bj = Zrc, is interpretably correct. Assuming some b # 0, tben either some 
other b’ # 0 or ra f 0. Then a # 0 and therefore some Cj # 0 and rcj f 0 
also. If YC% f 0 then c1 # 0 so either some other rc’ # 0 or ra f 0 and some 
b” f 0. Thus the simple substitution preserves correctness. 
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If (Z’J = 0 is correct then ,Zpi = 0 is also correct. Assume p1 # 0 then 
plr # 0 and therefore some p?pp ..* p> # 0 for r, < r. Thus some other 
p’ f 0. I 
Remark 1. The obvious question is-what form of proofs do not preserve 
correctness ? While the answer could be hidden away in terms of substitution 
for more than one monomialthe simplest way is to say the substitution of 0 
for t - t is not universally correct. Because there are identities which state 
that a non-desarguean configuration is impossible, but these configurations 
occur as pregeometries, we know that some identities will not be interpretably 
correct. Nevertheless, a significant class of identities have proofs of the 
required form-and, accordingly, are correct. An example is the super- 
exchange identity, as seen from Lemma 111.3.1, 
Remark 2. There are other correct identities besides those which follow 
from these results. Green [7] and Brylawski [l] have recently verified that an 
important class of exchange identities of second degree in the brackets are 
correct. From proposition 5.4 we can conclude that any identity derivable 
in appropriate ways from this class will also be interpretably correct. 
A different approach to these identities is involved in the bracket ring for 
combinatorial geometries [13, 141. Again the starting point is the basic 
syzygies and the interpretation [x1 ... x,] = 0 iff the points are dependent. In 
recognition of the failure of Desargue’s and Pappus’ theorems, as well as 
other complications, the commutative law, and the integral domain law are 
omitted. The major modification is then that [x1 ... x,] is a basis iff it can be 
paired with some other set with [x1 0.. x,][y ... yn] f 0, though this need not 
hold for every other basis. This ring, with the basic syzygies, provides a 
minimal algebraic structure for every combinatorial geometry. 
There is growing interest in the role of identities which are correct for all 
pregeometries, as well as the identities which express the basic theorems of 
projective geometry. Both the bracket ring, and the more satisfying bracket 
domain for coordinatizable pregeometries, are experiencing active research 
and promise significant progress at this time. The extension to flats of all 
rank by generalizing the Cayley algebra promises to enrich this activity as well. 
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